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We will cover 

1.  Introduction 
2.  Example authentic online quiz 
3.  Design process 
4.  Question types - special 

considerations 
5.  Other design considerations 
6.  Quality assurance 
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Raechel Wight 
PhD Candidate 
Sessional Academic 
Experience: 
•  Editor - Perdisco - Digital publisher 
 
PhD research: 
•  Voluntary use of online quizzes 

associated with performance 
•  Depends on how students use quiz 
•  Threshold concepts need to 

demonstrate pass quiz, especially 
low achievers 

•  Other topics don’t need to pass, 
but do need genuine attempt 



Raechel Wight 
PhD Candidate 
Sessional Academic 
Experience: 
•  2021 AAUT Citation  
•  2021 Australian Business Deans 

Council Award for Innovation and 
Excellence in Teaching and 
Learning 2021 with                       
Dr James Wakefield &      
Kristina Vojvoda 

•  UTS Learning and Teaching 
Awards 2018, 2019 



Quiz design possibilities 
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What’s wrong with MCQ? 

Not authentic                   
not required of a 

professional in the field 

Incorrect learning as 
students are exposed to 

incorrect lures 
(Fazio et al. 2010; Roediger & Marsh 

2005) 

Clueing signals can lead 
the student to the correct 

solution 

 
(Ibbett & Wheldon 2016) 

? Students can guess the 
correct answer 

(Ibbett & Wheldon 2016) 

May test high levels of 
language proficiency as 

well as content knowledge, 
disadvantaging EAL 

students 
(Paxton 2000) 

Footer content here 



The solution?  
 Authentic design of 
  online quizzes 



1. Students need to 
check the numbers 
in last month’s bank 
reconciliation 
statement… 

2. Match to the numbers in the 
following month’s Bank Statement 
and mark as reconciled 



3. Students 
need to check 
the numbers 
in the bank 
statement… 

4. Match to the numbers in the 
ledger account and mark as 
reconciled 



5. Identify what the unreconciled 
numbers represent 



6. Prepare a Bank 
reconciliation statement 
from the information in the 
prior questions 



6. Finally prepare the 
journal entries from 
the information in the 
prior questions 
 



Activity (1 mins) 

Imagine what authentic 
activity you would like your 
students to be able to do? 
 
It should be: 
•  Procedural 
•  Have definitive “correct” 

answer 

•  Post questions in chat 



Quiz design process: 
from pedagogy to product  
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3. Design Process  

Start with pedagogy 
•  What do you need students to demonstrate? 
•  How are the students going to input their answers?  

•  What question types could I use 
•  Calculation? 
•  Drop-down boxes? 

•  Can I use numerical randomisation? 
•  Work within constraints of Learning Management System (LMS) 

•  Could not have drop down and numerical answer in same question 
•  Could not have randomised numbers over several questions. 

How did I go about designing my quiz? 
 



3. Design Process  

Question presentation  
•  All together on the same page? 

•  Do some questions give hints to others? 
•  One at a time over multiple pages? 

•  Are students allowed to back track? 
•  Are there several steps in the calculations? 

•  How to deal with carry through errors? 

Creativity takes time! 

How did I go about designing my quiz? 
 



3. Design Process  

•  Designed the question in excel 
•  Copied tables from excel to LMS  
•  Edit table for formatting using HTML e.g double line border in cells 
•  Keep this to clone for future 

•  Instructions on how to answer the question 
•  Decimal places 
•  Select the correct option from the drop-down box 
•  For written response, how to structure answer (helps markers too!) 
•  What order to answer the question in? 

How did I go about implementing my quiz in LMS? 
 





3. Design Process  

•  Careful about presentation  
•  of tables, presentation of numbers, text wrapping, scrolling across 
•  All design elements are informative 

Formative quizzes 
•  What feedback was to be presented? 

•  Verification 
•  Elaborate –explain how and why - essential for novice learners 

How did I go about implementing my quiz in LMS? 
 



Question types:  
special considerations  
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4. Question types - special considerations 

•  Manually mark text entry questions, unless very specific with instructions 
(spelling errors will be marked incorrect.) 

•  Be aware of US vs UK vs Australian English.  

•  How does your LMS interpret capital letters? 

Text entry questions 
 



4. Question types - special considerations 

•  Excellent to avoid issues of academic integrity, but must be well designed 

•  Careful about numbers selected to avoid student confusion 

•  Randomise to nearest [X],000 

•  Ensure internal validity to question 
•  Proportionate? 
•  Realistic? 

•  Carefully check variable ranges for subtraction and division to check for 
negative results 

Formula calculation questions 
 



4. Question types - special considerations 

•  Provide instructions every time for decimal places 

•  Check LMS if they accept $ or % in entry field. Instruct to not include them. 

•  Rounding sub parts of questions 

•  Different answer depending on if student uses excel or calculator 
•  Can you design the numbers so there are minimal decimal places? 

•  Might need to manually award marks for partially correct answers 

•  Hard to do if question randomised 

Formula calculation questions 
 



Questions? 

What quiz formats would suit 
your authentic activity? 
 
Post questions in chat 
 



Other design 
considerations  
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5. Other design considerations 

Number of marks per question 

•  Difficulty  

•  Complexity - number of steps involved in calculation. 

•  Relative weighting to other questions in exam 

•  Partial marks? 

  

Summative Exams 
 



5. Other design considerations 

 Question pools 

•  Can be used to strengthen academic integrity 

•  Equity - same level of difficulty/learning objective in question pool. 

•  Make small changes (advantages/disadvantages) 

Summative Exams 
 



5. Other design considerations 

•  Provide practice questions for both content and how to answer the question 
types in an exam 

•  Quizzes designed by coordinator will be used more than publishers questions 

•  Testing effect – effective for learning 

•  Provide feedback beyond verification (correct/incorrect) feedback.  

•  Novice learners need elaborate feedback (how to answer question/why 
answer is correct) for effective learning 

Formative practice quizzes 
 



Quality Assurance 
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6. Quality Assurance Considerations 

•  Important for automatically marked exams, make sure they are marking 
correctly 

•  Get someone else to get 100% on your test (students are best for formative 
quizzes) 

•  If not, wait a week and do the quiz yourself 

•  Assume there are errors 
•  Time how long it takes you to get 100% 

•  Allow at least double this time for students 

Important! 
 



6. Quality Assurance Considerations 

•  Download detail of student answers 

•  Look for systematic errors in grades 

•  Learn from your students – what questions are they asking 

•  Be open to interpretation assumptions 

•  Learn to make your assumptions explicit 

Important! 
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Thank you!  
Questions welcome. 
 
Designing authentic online exam 
questions 

Raechel Wight 
PhD Candidate, Sessional Academic, University of Technology Sydney 
e: Raechel.Wight@uts.edu.au (careful of spelling!) 
 
Dr James Wakefield 
Senior Lecturer, University of Technology Sydney 
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